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I. Deconstructing the proposal 
 
(0) Main assumptions about pronouns   
    a.  Elbourne-style 
     i.   A boy walked in. Hei boy looked tired    
     ii.      DP 
 
          D    NP      
          hei   boy              
    b.  i.  hen Þ lP.ix[P(x) Ù R(x, wn)], where the value of R is contextually supplied 
      ii. hen  boy Þ ix[boy(x) Ù R(x, wn)] 

  Resolution of R: 
      iii. DS: ix [boy(x) Ù x = wn] where lw.wn is a discourse referent 
       iv. SS: ix[boy(x) Ù in(x, zi)] where zi is an accessible situation 
   On both DS, and SS pronouns come have the very same syntax and semantics.  
   The difference between the two approaches lies in how situations vs. discourse  
   referents are made accessible to the anaphoric core of the pronoun (and,  
   consequently, on how the contextually supplied R-variable is resolved in  
   specific case).1 For both approaches, when R is non trivial (as it would have to be  
   for, say, paycheck-sentences) one gets ‘genuine’ e-type anaphora. 
   d. Non trivial Rs 
    i. Everyone put his paycheck in the bank. Bill gave it to Sue 
    ii. gave(Sue)( ix [paycheck(x) Ù belong(ui)(x)])(b) 
     Here R = lz lz’ belong(z)(z’) and R(x ui) =  lz lz’ belong(z)(z’)(ui)(x) 
     ui is anaphoric (in the traditional, pre-DRT sense) to the subject. 
    iii. Abbreviation of (ii): gave(Sue)(fpaycheck(b))(b) 
(1)  Main Assumptions and ideas about clause structure. 
    a. Quasi indexicality hypothesis: Pronouns can only be bound dynamically 
      (= across Ù or ®, roughly speaking). 
    b. TH-roles/A-positions introduce Discourse Markers. 
    c. Only propositional operators (Ù or ®) are dynamic. DPs are static. 
    d. Framework: File Change Semantics (couched in TY2). 
    e. Main thrust: In event-semantics, arguments and adjuncts are put together  
       conjunctively (in a structurally determined fashion). In conjunctions, Discourse  
       Referents are accessible to pronouns from the first conjunct to the second,… in a  
       cumulative manner. This is why anaphora seems to follow the C-command path  
       with arguments, but not when it comes to adjuncts. 
  

                                                
1 Elbourne assumes that R gets resolved to identity for C-command bound pronouns.  
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         uP 
 
       uP     ADJ 
                     Þ [AG DP1] Ù [TH DP2]  Ù  V  Ù ADJ 
    DP1   VP 
                                   ACESSIBILITY    
        V      DP2   
(2)  A sentence with everything   
   a. A detective questioned every suspect in front of his/the suspect’s lawyer 
       
   b.       uP 
              
    every suspecti         uP 
                       
          a detectivej  $           uPtop 
              
                 uP<ev,T>          PP<ev,T> 
 
               tj   u2     VP      in front of his3’s lawyer 
        
                    V       ti 
                      
                 TH3         V1  
                        questioned 
   I will use letters for traces, numbers for Discourse Referents; traces are of type e,  
   Discourse Referents of type <w, e>; w (assignments) = <n, e>, where n is the type of  
   numbers. 
   c. V1  
     i.  1[question] = lelwlw’ [w = 1/e w’ Ù question(e)]  (ignoring tense) 
       It activates the 1st discourse marker and links it to the event-argument of the  
       verb. 
     ii. w =1/e w’    =   w’ = w È <1, e >  Alternative notation 
   d.  [V  TH3 V1]          The TH-cycle 
     i.  TH3(V1) 
     ii.  lule [TH3(u)(e) Ù V1(e)]   Conjunctive Representation (CR) 
     iii. TH3(u)(e) = lwlw’ [w =3/u w’ Ù TH(e) = u] 
     iv. lule [ lwlw’[w =3/u w’ Ù TH(e) = u] Ù lwlw’[w =1/e w’ Ù question(e)]  ]  
                 T-conjunction = Function Composition 
                From(ii) via the equivalences in (iii) and c.i  
     v.  [[w È <3, u >] È <1, e >] = w’  The order of appearance (OA) 
     vi. lule lwlw’[w = (3/u) (e/1) w’ Ù TH(e) = u Ù question(e)]    
   e. [VP [V TH3 V1] ti ] = le lwlw’ [w = (3/i) (1/e) w’ Ù TH(e)  = i Ù question(e)]  
   f. uP<ev,T>= [uP tj u2 VP]     The AG-cycle (collapsing (d)+(e)) 
     i.  le [AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e)]     CR  
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      ii.  [[[w È <2, j>] È <3, i >] È <1, e >] = w’    OA 
     iii.  lelwlw’ [w = (2/j) (3/i) (1/e) w’ Ù AG(e) = j Ù TH(e)  =  i Ù question(e)]    
   g. uPtop = [uP uP<ev,T>   PP<ev,T>  ] 
     i.  le [uP<ev,T>(e) Ù PP<ev,T>(e)]     CR 
     ii. le[[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e)] Ù PP<ev,T>(e)]   CR 
     iii. le[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e) Ù PP<ev,T>(e)]   CR 
   h. he3 = lw. w3            Type: <w,e> 
   j.  he3’s lawyer =   
     i.  lw. iy[lawyer(y) Ù of(y)(w3)     Type: <w,e> 
     ii. lw. lawyer-of(w3)        abbreviation 
   k. In front of the suspect’s lawyer 
     i.  [IN FRONT<e,<ev,T>> ]f (lw. lawyer-of(w3)) 
     ii. lelwlw’[in front (lawyer-of(w3))(e) Ù w = w’] 
   l. FOOTNOTE 
     i.  In front of should probably be a relation in-f  between a state, an individual  
       and an eventuality; in-f(s)(x)(e) holds whenever there is a state s of being in  
       front of the eventuality e by x. 
     ii.  The in-front-of state should be existentially closed 
     iii. The x argument should come with a discourse referent (introduced by the  
       TH-role that links the in-front-of state to its participant) 
   m. Back to (g):  uPtop = [uP uP<ev,T>   PP<ev,T>  ] 
     i.  le[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e) Ù PP<ev,T>(e)]   CR 
     ii. le[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e) Ù lwlw[in-f(lawyer-of(w3))(e) Ù w = w’]] 
       The outputs of the underlined part will serve as inputs to the last conjunct.  
       Consequently, lawyer-of(w3) in the non underlined conjunct will be evaluated  
       with respect to the output of the underlined conjunct. These outputs link  
       their 3rd coordinate to the individual i. So, (ii) is the same as: 
     iii. le[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(i)(e) Ù V1(e) Ù lwlw[in-f(lawyer-of(i))(e) Ù w = w’]] 
    
  o. Event closure: [ $  uPtop ] 
      $-quantification is static; but it applies ‘pointwise’ (like in generalized conjunction  
      or function composition in Alternative based semantics), and so it keeps open the  
     Discourse Referents in its domain. 
     i.  $(uPtop )= lwlw’[$e uPtop (e)(w)(w’)] 
     ii. $e[AG2(j)(e) Ù TH3(u)(e) Ù V1(e) Ù PP(e)] 
     iii. lwlw’ $e[w = (2/j) (3/i) (1/e) w’ Ù AG(e) = j Ù TH(e) = i Ù question(e) Ù in-f(lawyer-of(i))(e)] 
   p. Existential DPs 
     i. [ a detectivei uP ] = lPlwlw’ $u[detective(u) Ù P(u)( w)(w’)] (li uP) 
     ii. lwlw’ $i detective(i) Ù $e[w = (2/j) (3/i) (1/e) w’ Ù AG(e) = j Ù TH(e) = i  
      Ù question(e) Ù in-f(lawyer-of(i))(e)] 
   q. [every suspectj  uP]  
     i.  lwlw’. EVERY(lj.¯wSUSPECT(i))(lj.¯w uP) Ù w = w’  Q-SCHEME   
     ii.  lwlw’. EVERY 
        (lj. $n[suspect(j) Ù w = n]) 
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        (lj. $n’ $i detective(i) Ù $e[w = (2/j) (3/i) (1/e) n’ Ù AG(e) = j Ù TH(e) = i  
        Ù question(e) Ù in-f(lawyer-of(i))(e)]) Ù w = w’ 
     iii. lwlw’: {1,2,3}Ïw. EVERY 
        (lj. suspect(i)) 
         (lj. $i detective(i) Ù $e[w = (2/j) (3/i) (1/e) n’ Ù AG(e) = j Ù TH(e) = i  
        Ù question(e) Ù in-f(lawyer-of(i))(e)]) Ù w=w’  
    r.  Accessibility. 
      * A detective [TH3 questioned1 every suspect] in front of his3’s  
       lawyer. He3/the supect3 was relieved5 by that1.  
      The second sentence (ignoring (most of) the Discourse Referents introduced by it): 
      i.  lwlw’: {1, 3}Îw. $s[w =s/5 w’ Ù EX(s) = w3 Ù TH(s) = w1 Ù relieved5(s)]  
      Any output w to the first sentence requires that {1,2,3}Ïw. Hence no  
      output to the first sentence can serve as input to the second sentence. 
      [The second sentence will activate Discourse Referents relative to its TH- 
      roles. But this changes nothing.] 
      ii.  he3 EX6 was TH7 relieved5 by that1 
      iii. lwlw’: {1, 3}Îw.  
        $s[w =(6/EX(s)) (7/TH(s)) (5/s) w’ Ù EX(s) = w3 Ù TH(s) = w1 Ù relieved5(s)]   
    s. A detective AG2 TH3 questioned1 a suspect in front of his3’s laywer.  
       he3 was relieved5 by that1.  
      i.  lwlw’: {1,2,3}Ïw. $u$v$e [[[w È <2, u >] È <3, v >] È <1, e >] = w’ 
        Ù detective(u) Ù suspect(v) Ù AG(e) = u Ù TH(e) = v Ù question(e) Ù 
         in-f(lawyer-of(w3))(e))] 
      ii.  lwlw’: {1, 3}Îw. $s[w =s/5 w’ Ù happy(s) Ù EX(s) = w3 Ù TH(s) = w1] 
      Any output assignment to (i) is guaranteed to be defined for the  
      coordinates 1, 2, and 3, which suffices to satisfy the presupposition of (ii).  
      Moreover, any output to (i) links the 3rd coordinate to whatever suspect f’  
      selects and the 1st coordinate to whatever questioning event is associated  
      with the first clause.  
 
(3)  Standard WCO cases follow. 
    a. His father likes everyone 
    b. everyone i [his3 father AG3 TH2 LIKES1 ti] 
     everyone cannot directly bind the pronoun his (type mismatch). The pronoun  
     his does not have any accessible antecedent. The indexing in (b) yields a  
     contradiction (his3 requires the input assignment to be defined on its 3rd  
     coordinate; AG3 requires it to be undefined for that same coordinate). 
 
                II. Anaphoric dependencies in DPs 
 
(4) Donkey dependencies in DPs 
   Recall that DPs have an ordinary/static meaning. 
   a. Every farmer that has a donkey beats it donkey 
      i.  every farmer that has a donkey i  [ti u2 TH4 beats5 it2 donkey] 
      ii. [ti u2 TH4 beats5 it2 donkey]    (ignoring the DRs introduced by TH and by V) 
          $e[ lwlw’[w =(2/i) w’ Ù AG(e) = i] Ù lwlw’[TH(e) = donkey-of(w2) Ù beat(e)]] 
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        Any input w to the first conjunct must be such that 2 Ï w; any output w’ to  
        it must be such that w’ = w È <2, i>, where i is a donkey owning farmer. So  
        donkey-of(w2) winds up picking up i. 
      iii.  lwlw: 2 Ï w. EVERY( li. farmer(i) Ù $y donkey(y) Ù has(y)(i)) 
        (li. $e[AG(e) = i Ù TH(e) = donkey-of(i) Ù beat(e) ) Ù w = w’  Q-SCHEME 
      So, sentence (a) is defined in worlds where each donkey-owning farmer owns a  
      unique donkey. The uniqueness presupposition is excessively strict.  
   b. Pronouns so far. 
      i.  it3 donkey = lw. ix[donkey(x) Ù R(x)(w3)] 
      ii. lw. ix[donkey(x) Ù x= w3]   Identity Resolution (IR) 
      iii. lw. ix[donkey(x) Ù own(x)( w3)]   E-Type resolution (ER) 
        = lw.donkey-of(w3)     Abbreviation 
  c. A slight(?) variant of the theory of pronouns  
      i.  it3 donkey = lw. f(lx[donkey(x) Ù R(x)(w3)] f a variable of type <<e,t>,e> 
      ii. lw. f(lx[donkey(x) Ù x =w3)]) = lw.w3  IR; = b.ii 
      iii.  lw. f(lx[donkey(x) Ù own(x) =w3)])  ER 
      iv. lw. fdonkey(w3)       Abbreviation 
   
  d. Sentence (a) under our slightly varied approach to pronouns: 
     lwlw’: 2 Ï w. EVERY( li. farmer(i) Ù $y donkey(y) Ù has(y)(i)) 
            (li. $e[AG(e) = i Ù TH(e) = fdonkey(i) Ù beat(e) ) Ù w = w’ 
    This is a sensible representation, where the presupposition required for fdonkey (i) to  
    be defined are guaranteed by the restriction. There can, of course, be more than  
    one function fdonkey that may make the formula (defined and) true, if some  
    farmers own more than one donkey.  
    There are various ways to develop this approach further. 

i. Stipulate that pronouns are automatically $- or "-closed in the immediate scope of  
   the binder of their argument: 

     Every farmer that owns a donkey i  $/"f[ ti beats fdonkey(i)] 
    ii. Follow Champollion et al.:  
     (d) is Strue if it is true for every fdonkey; it is Sfalse if it is false for every fdonkey; it is  
     undefined otherwise. A Sfalse sentence can be rescued in worlds where it is  
    ‘pragmatically true’. 
   iii. The function f picks up all the individuals that satisfy the restriction. However,  
    since the pronoun is singular, the result must be interpreted distributively. The  
   ‘switch in strength’ is a FC effect, a la Bar-Lev 
    » Every man who owns a donkey beats what(ever) donkey(s) he owns 
    » No man with a teenage son lends what(ever) son he has his car on w.e.s 
    ‘Exceptions’ handled via domain selection (Barker/Del Prete/Bar Lev) 
     
    Let us call pronouns interpreted this way (i.e. via ER applied to the interpretation of  
    pronouns in (c)) ‘functional’ pronouns. 
    Donkey dependencies involving DPs must be analyzed via functional pronouns (or  
    something to the same effects) 
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(5) Donkey crossover 
   It follows in the very same way as cases of ordinary WCO. 

a. i.  Every farmer that owns a donkey owns its mother 
i.   *Its mother kicks every farmer who beats a donkey 
ii. Which farmer that owns a donkey owns its mother 
iii. * Which farmer that owns a donkey does its mother kick? 

   b. every farmer who beats a donkey i [it2 donkey’ s mother u2 kicks ti ]  
   c.  every farmer who beats a donkey i [mother-of(fdonkey(w3)) u2 TH3 kicks ti ] 
     where, mother-of(fdonkey(w3)) is the unique mother of fdonkey(w3) for some  
     contextually salient fdonkey. While there is undoubtedly a salient fdonkey 
     function around, that function is applied to an argument that the dislocated  
     quantifier CANNOT bind or otherwise indirectly determine. There is no  
     accessible antecedent for w3. More precisely: 
  d. [it2 donkey’ s mother u2 kicks ti ] =  
     $e[lwlw’ [w =(2/AG(e)) w’ Ù AG(e) = mother-of(fdonkey(w3))] Ù lwlw’ [w =3/i w’ Ù TH(e) = i  
     Ù kick(e)]] 
     This conjunction has contradictory presuppositions. To interpret AG(e) =  
     mother-of(fdonkey(w3)), for any input context w, 3Îw; but to interpret w =3/i w’, in  
     the second conjunct, 3Ïw.  
     If DPs were dynamic, there would be no way to retain this account. If, on the other  
     hand, pronouns in the scope of every can be bound only functionally, we do have an  
     arguably principled account of the ungrammaticality of (e) on the intended reading,  
     along the lines ordinary WCO violations. 
(6) Overgeneration issues for the E-type strategy. 
     Pronouns in adjuncts are interpreted using Identity Resolution. I.e., we are not  
     using the E-type strategy to interpret pronouns in adjuncts. We might still wonder,  
     however, given that E-type Resolution is available, what would prevent interpreting  
     (a) as (b): 
   a.  Its father likes everyone  
   b. everyone i $e[ EX(e) = the father of TH(e)  Ù TH(e) =  ti Ù like (e)] 
     = For every x, x’s father likes x 
     Let us look for a LF for (a) that might yield interpretation (b): 
   c. everyone i [$e[ father(fTH(w1))   u2   TH4 LIKE1 ti  ] (e)] 
     Focus on the second argument of every, namely 
   d. $e[ father(fTH(w1))   u2   TH4 LIKE1 ti  ] (e) =    
      $e [lwlw’. w = 2/AG(e) w’  Ù AG(e) = father(fTH(w1))    CR 
      Ù lwlw’. w =i/4 w’ Ù TH(e) = i  
      Ù lwlw’. w = e/1 w’ Ù like(e)] 
     $e cannot directly bind  w1 (type mismatch/pronouns can never be A’-bound). 
     The first conjunct is going to require that its input contexts w be defined in its  
     1st coordinate (i.e. 1Îw); but the third conjunct is going to require that its input  
     context w be undefined for its 1st coordinate (i.e. 1Ïw). Given how conjunction  
     works, this is impossible.  
     The only way for a pronoun embedded subject or object position to depend  

    on the event argument of their verb, would be to introduce the discourse  
    marker associate with the event at the very top. But that would require a  
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    stipulation ad hoc. 
(7) Other cases of overgeneration. 
   a. The major of no city hates it 
   b. [no cityi the mayor of ti]j [tj u2 TH4 hates it2 city]  
      where it2 city = iy[city(y) Ù of(y)(w2)] = fcity(w2)  
   c. Its mayor despises the inhabitants of no city 
   d. [no cityi the inhabitants of ti]j [the mayor of fcity inhabited by(w4) u2 TH4 despises tj] 
      Presupposition violation: the interpretation of the subject requires 4Îw;  but the  
      interpretation of TH4 requires 4Ïw. 
      I believe this construal would be generated by a theory like Büring’s.   

 
               III. So, where are Discourse Referents introduced? 
 
(8) Non thematic A-positions. 

 a. John/every athlete/which athlete seemed to his coach to be in tip-top shape before the 
race 

 Let us assume that the EPP head is T. T must introduce a Discourse Referent (to be 
equated to whatever moves into its Spec). 

 b. [ Johni T3/i [VP seems [TP p ]]] 
   The index i is assigned to T via agreement 
 c.  T3/i  =  lp [lwlw’.w = 3/i w’ Ù p] 
 d. [ Johni T3/i [uP seems to his3 coach [TP ti to be in good shape  ]]] 
    i.   uP = lwlw’$s[seem(s) Ù EX(s) = coach-of(w3) Ù TH(s) = lw. in shw(i) Ù w = w’] 
      Note that the input assignment w must be such that 3Îw 

    ii. T3/i [uP seems [TP p ]] =  lwlw’. w =3/i w’ Ù  
      lwlw’. w = w’ Ù seem(s) Ù EX(s) = coach(w3) Ù TH(s) = lw. in shw(i)] = 
    iii. lwlw’. w =3/i w’ Ù EX(s) = coach(w3) Ù TH(s) = lw. in shw(i)] 
   This needs to be integrated with your favorite story on expletives. 
   Various people (most explicitly, Rizzi 2007, etc.) have argued that EPP positions are 

associated with special discourse semantic properties that affect their anaphoric 
powers, and make ePP-heads ‘criterial’. 

   And there may well be other heads that behave similarly. 
(9) Resumption, Topicalization and Crossover: Italian Clitic Left Dislocation. 
 a. Property 1: Resumptive clitics are obligatory for subject and object, optional for 

other positions. 
   i. Gianni, Maria lo detesta t 
    Gianni, Maria him-hates   [Gianni is topic] 
   ii. A Gianni, Maria non (gli) parla t 
    To Gianni Maria not to-him speaks 

  b. Property 2: Unboundedness 
   iii. Gianni Paolo sostiene… che Maria lo detesta 
    Gianni, Paolo claims …. That Maria him hates 
 c. Property 3: Island sensitivity 
   iv. ??  Gianni, Maria ha consultato ogni documento che lo riguarda  
      Gianni, Maria consulted every document that him concerns 
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   v. * Maria, ho visto Leo prima che la incontrasse 
      Maria, (I) saw Leo before he her met 
 d. Property 4: Principle C effects 
   vi. * Il padre di Giannii, luii/proi sostiene che Maria non l’ha mai incontrato 
     Giannii’s father, hei claims that Maria not himi has ever met 
 e. Property 5: No WCO effects 
   vii. Una studentessa brava, mi aspetterei che il suo dipartimento la sosterrebbe con  
         entusiasmo 
       A good student-fem, I would expect that her department would support her with  
       enthusiasm  
 Properties 1 - 4 point in the direction of movement. There are various technologies  
 around: Movement of the associate out of a Clitic/Pronoun Doubling structure  
 (Cecchetto 2000, Aoun and Choueiri 2000); or base generation of the topic and LF- 
 movement of the pronoun (cf. Dermirdache and Percus 2011). 
 f. Gianni himi Top5/i[Maria ti hates ti] 
 In (f) the pronoun in dislocated position is interpreted as abstractor, which binds  
 its trace. Property 5 indicates further that the Top head introduces a Discourse  
 Referent (equated with the dislocated constituent Gianni) just like the EPP head. 
 How general can the approach to resumption just sketched hope to be? 
 Dermirdache and Percus take the strong position that resumption always involve  
 movement of the pronoun (= movement is the only way to create abstraction). Their  
 line is particularly compatibile with our basic take. Non resumptive pronouns are our  
 quasi-indexicals, that generally do not move, cannot be A’-bound and cannot ‘share’  
 theta positions with other DPs. The resumption parameter would amount to having  
 pronouns with no meaning of their own, that must, therefore move. 
 Analyses along the lines of CLLD in Italian ought to extend to all cases of A-type  
 scrambling (cf. e.g. Baylin 2003 on Russian) 
f. i. ??ee1 sobaka nravitsja kazhdoj devochke1 
   NOM-her dog appeals DAT-every girl  ‘Her dog appeals to every girl.’  
 ii. kazhdoj devochke1 nravitsja ee sobaka1 
       DAT-every girl appeals NOM-her dog  
    This property is, in fact, also shared by English Topicalization: 
g. i.   This booki [ I expect its author to disavow ti]    (Lasnik and Stowell 1991) 
    ii. This booki [I would expect its author to disavow ti] but that bookj [ I wouldn’t __] 

 (10) So, where are Discourse Referents introduced? 
 a. At Th-positions 
 b. At the EPP subject position 
 c. At certain discourse based positions (typically, topic-like) 
 We can define the notion of ‘A-position’ in terms of the establishment of  
 Discourse Referents; positions that are purely scope positions (like the Spec of a wh- 
 comp in English, or the position targeted by QR) do not lead to the establishment of  
 Discourse Referents. (There is, of course, a danger of circularity here).  
(13) A Note on Principle C 
 The present approach to WCO, prima facie, might look as if it might extend to Strong 
 Crossover (i.e. Principle C) 

a. whoi does he3 AG4 think Mary likes ti 
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The pronoun in (a) cannot be bound by whoi; and it has no accessible Discourse 
Referent. This might provide us with an interesting basis for trying to eliminate 
Principle C. However, we have seen that some types of movement lead to the 
establishment of Discourse Referents, like CLLD. Such movements do display (at least 
sometimes) principle C effects: 
b.i. * Giannii Top luii sostiene che Maria loi ama ti 
   Gianni he claims that Maria him loves 

   ii.  Gianni himi Topi/2 lui2 claims that Maria ti loves ti 
In the present framework, while the tonic pronoun lui cannot be directly bound by the 
operator in subject position, it can in principle pick up the referent introduced by the 
Top-head. This has to be blocked. The offending configuration is: 
c. OPi/n… hen…ti… where OPi/n C-commands hen and hen C-commands ti. 
Principle C can be readily modified so as to rule (d) out. Or one could think of it as an 
intervention effect… Further research needed here. 

(14) Weakest Crossover         [Lasnik and Stowell 1991] 
 a. Tough-movement (TM) 
   i.  J was hard to persuade his boss to vouch for __ 
   ii. J was hard (for us) Oi [PRO to persuade his boss [PRO to vouch for ti]] 

   iii.  Rough Function Argument Structure: hard(j, us, lxf) 
    I.e. I am assuming hard assigns a th-role to the subject. Nothing would change if it  
    was, instead, a raising predicate. 
   iv.  J TH4 was hard (for us) Oi [PRO to persuade his4 boss [PRO to vouch for ti]] 

 b. Parasitic gaps (PGs) 
   i.  Which employee did you talk to __ before his boss had a chance to brief __  
   ii. Which employeei [ did you talk to ti Oj

i [before his boss had a chance to brief tj] ]  
   iii. Which employeei [ did you talk to3 ti Oj

i [before his3 boss had a chance to brief tj]] 
(15) Bach-Peters Sentences 
 Must use functional pronouns. 

a. Every pilot that shot at it hit the/every Mig that was chasing him 
b. After QR: 

[Every pilot that shot at it]i  [every mig that was chasing him]k [ti hit tk]  
c. With Discourse Referents and functional pronouns: 

    [Every pilot that u3 shot at fmig(3)]i  [every mig that u4 was chasing fpilot(4)]k [ti hit tk] 
(16) Structure and linearization. 
 a.  I do not view accessibility in linear but in structural terms. In binary connectives, 

generally speaking, one of the arguments provides an environment to the other. 
How this is encoded is a matter of convention. The convention I adopt is [p [Ù q]], 
where p is accessible to q, but not viceversa. How the corresponding constituents 
are linearized depends on the best theory of phrase structure and linearization. 

 b. With ‘real’ coordination, (John arrived late and…) it is generally assumed that 
constituents are merged more or less in the order in which they are spelled out (with 
the second conjunct being merged lower that than the first), and the ‘higher’ 
constituent accessible to the lower, but not viceversa. In Verb + Obect mergers, I 
am assuming that the Discourse Referent for the event argument is introduced first 
(=  [VP TH Ù V]), i.e. ‘to the right’ of the (abstract) coordination that links V to the 
object (because, say, verbs come out of the lexicon with their discourse markers). 
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This should remain so, regardless of whether the object is linearized to the right or 
to the left of V.  

 c.  By the same logic, subjects are structurally higher that objects. Hence they will be 
‘accessible’ to VPs but not viceversa (= AG Ù [VPTH Ù V] ), regardless of how they 
are linearized. Thus, one would tendentially expect similar accessibility across SVO 
and VOS languages. 

 d. In English, for adjuncts to the right, accessibility matches linearization (modulo 
movement) as with overt conjunction, i.e. [uP Ù ADJUNCT].    

     
                 
                IV. Conclusions 
 
(17) Assumptions 
 a.  The quasi-indexicality hypothesis on the nature of pronouns 
 b. A-heads (TH-heads, EPP, Top) introduce Discourse Markers  
 c.  Only propositional connectives and Q-ADVs are dynamic 
(18) Consequences 
 a.  Basic WCO cases 
 b. Binding from object positions into (intersective) adjuncts is predicted 
 c.  Donkey Crossover 
 d. Some cases of overgeneration for the E-type resolution of pronouns are blocked 
 e.  Possible extensions: Weakest CO, Bach-Peters sentences, (functional readings  
    of questions, ...) 
 f.  A reasonable/competitive approach to resumption. 

 
 
     
 


